
BritCham, CBBC, AmCham and EU Chamber are delighted to present: 

China’s Economy in 2010 and Beyond 

A dialogue with leading experts on China’s economy 

MONDAY, 1ST FEBRUARY 2010 

We are delighted to offer members a chance to hear from two economists who are widely 

recognised as amongst the very best in the field:  William Adams, Resident Economist at The 

Conference Board China Center for Economics and Business, and Arthur R. Kroeber, 

managing director of Dragonomics, an independent research and advisory firm specializing in 

China's economy. William and Arthur and their respective organisations have unrivalled 

experience and an outstanding set of analytical tools to help them.  

  

2010 and 2011 are likely to be critical years for China, and for all of us doing business 

here.  This session will provide an invaluable context for the strategic decisions we are all 

likely to face when considering how to proceed in China over this challenging period.  The 

questions that will be addressed in this session include:- 

  

• Is the apparent success of the stimulus package sustainable? 

• Has the private sector benefited from the stimulus, or has it really only benefited the state 

sector? 

• Does the unprecedented injection of liquidity into the economy mean another bout of inflation 

is inevitable? 

• What are the wider social and political implications of China’s response to the crisis? 

  



Who should attend: 

This will be of interest to all members, but especially to the senior management teams of 

companies operating in China.  Not to be missed! 

  

GUEST SPEAKERS 

• Arthur R. Kroeber, Managing director, Dragonomics Research & Advisory  

• William Adams, Economist, The Conference Board, China Centre for Economics and 

Business  

MODERATOR:   

• Richard Margolis, Regional Director, North-East Asia, Rolls-Royce International Limited  

  

(See below for speaker biographies) 

  

EVENT DETAILS: 

Date:                    Monday, 1st February 2010 

Time:                    15:00 - 15:30  Registration and networking 

                            15:30 - 17:00  Discussion, Q & A 

                            17:00 - later Networking and drinks 

Venue:                  Kerry Centre Hotel 

Room:                   Grand Ballroom I 

Address（EN）:    1 Guang Hua Road  Tel: 10 6561 8833 

Address (CH) :       北京嘉里中心大酒店，光华路 1 号 

Cost:                     Members - RMB 200, Non-Members - RMB 400   

F&B:                      Drinks and selected canapés  

Access:                 All welcome 



  

To facilitate open discussion, the meeting will operate under Chatham House Rules, meaning 

that participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the 

affiliation of the speakers, nor that of any other participant, can be revealed. 

  

CO-HOSTED BY: 

  

   

  

SPEAKER BIOS 

Arthur R. Kroeber is managing director of Dragonomics Research & Advisory, an 

independent research firm specializing in analysis of the Chinese economy and its global 

impact, and editor of its flagship journal, the China Economic Quarterly. He has held these 

positions since 2002 and is based in Beijing. 

  

A graduate of Harvard College, Mr Kroeber worked from 1987 to 2002 as a financial journalist 

and economic analyst in China, Taiwan and India. He has written for the Economist, the Far 

Eastern Economic Review, Fortune and Wired and is a contributor to the opinion pages of the 

Financial Times and the Washington Post. He is a member of the National Committee on 

United States-China Relations, the Fernand Braudel Institute of International Economics, and 

the board of the Research Center for Chinese Politics and Business at Indiana University. 

  



William Adams, Resident Economist China Centre for Economics & Business, is the principal 

researcher on the China leading economic indicators for The Conference Board. He also 

conducts research on consumer markets and financial stability in China, and frequently 

presents on economic issues to business executives. Mr. Adams’s recent publications analyze 

China’s 2008 credit boom, surging luxury real estate prices, and prospects for the 

post-stimulus economy. 

  

Founded in 1916, The Conference Board is a non-partisan, not-for-profit business research 

organization with 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status in the United States. It produces many of the 

most widely respected indicators of global economic performance. The Conference Board is 

the world's most widely-quoted private source of management and economic intelligence: 

global media quoted its research more than 50,000 times in 2006. 

  

The Conference Board China Center for Economics and Business provides relevant, practical 

and readily useful business and economic insights and information to senior executives of 

member companies who all have a significant strategic interest in China. The Center’s insights 

are informed by local economic and business research, formulated by thought leaders in 

China and around the world, and delivered through exclusive Conference Board events, 

publications, indicators, and peer-group CEO Council sessions in China. The Conference 

Board’s public purpose in China, supported by its members, is to work to improve statistical 

measurement, economic analysis, and business practice measurement - and through these 

initiatives, provide the fact-bases and metrics needed for informed debate. The Conference 

Board China Center was established in early 2000 and licensed as an NGO under the Ministry 

of Commerce in 2006. 



 

Richard Margolis is a former diplomat and investment banker who joined Rolls-Royce as 

Regional Director for China in March 2003. 

  

His diplomatic career saw him serve in the FCO, London and in Beijing, Paris and Hong Kong, 

where he was part of the team which negotiated the agreement on Hong Kong’s future. 

  

He left the Diplomatic Service in 1986 to pursue a private sector career in Hong Kong.  He 

was Managing Director, Corporate Finance at Smith New Court Far East from 1988 to 1995, 

and was appointed a main board director of Smith New Court PLC in 1993.  Merrill Lynch 

acquired Smith New Court in 1995, and Richard worked in various capacities for Merrill Lynch, 

lately as head of strategy and planning for Merrill Lynch Asia Pacific.  He retired from Merrill 

Lynch in December 2001 and became an independent consultant, serving on the boards of 

two Hong Kong listed companies.  He was a member of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 

Listing Committee for seven years, and of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission 

Advisory Committee for four years. 

  

Since joining Rolls-Royce in 2003, Richard’s responsibilities have been expanded to cover 

Greater China and Korea. 

  


